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“If there’s more than one possible outcome of a job or
task, and one of those outcome will result in disaster or
an undesirable consequence, then somebody will do it
that way.” (Edward Murphy jr.)
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Outline

I Murphy and the OS: Is it really that bad?

I Fault-Tolerant Operating Systems
I Minix3
I CuriOS
I L4ReAnimator

I Dealing with Hardware Errors
I Transparent replication as an OS service
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Textbook terminology

Dependability threats:

I Failure

I Error

I Fault

Dependability means

I Prevention

I Removal

I Forecasting

I Tolerance
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Why Things go Wrong

I Programming in C:

This pointer is certainly never going to be NULL!

I Layering vs. responsibility:

Of course, someone in the higher layers will already have checked
this return value.

I Concurrency:

This struct is shared between an IRQ handler and a kernel thread.
But they will never execute in parallel.

I Hardware interaction:
But the device spec said, this was not allowed to happen!

I Hypocrisy:

I’m a cool OS hacker. I won’t make mistakes, so I don’t need to
test my code!
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A Classic Study

I A. Chou et al.: An empirical study of operating system errors, SOSP
2001

I Automated software error detection (today:
https://www.coverity.com)

I Target: Linux (1.0 - 2.4)
I Where are the errors?
I How are they distributed?
I How long do they survive?
I Do bugs cluster in certain locations?

https://www.coverity.com
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Revalidation of Chou’s Results

I N. Palix et al.: Faults in Linux: Ten years later, ASPLOS 2011

I 10 years of work on tools to decrease error counts - has it worked?

I Repeated Chou’s analysis until Linux 2.6.34
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Linux: Lines of CodeFaults in Linux: Ten Years Later 7
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Figure 1: Linux directory sizes (in MLOC)

be unrelated. Finally, if both of a pair of reports occur
in the changed part of the code, then their status is con-
sidered to be unknown, and the user must indicate, via
an interface based on the emacs “org” mode, whether
they represent the same fault or unrelated ones. Once
the correlation process is complete, a similar interface
is provided to allow the user to classify each group of
correlated reports as representing either a fault or a false
positive.

Once the fault reports are correlated and assessed
for false positives, we import their histories into the
database, along with the associated notes. The database
also contains information about Linux releases such as
the release date and code size, and information about
Linux files (size, number of modifications between re-
leases) and functions (starting and ending line numbers),
amounting to, in total, 1.5 GB of data. To analyze the col-
lected data, we wrote more than 1 900 lines of PL/pgSQL
and SQL queries that extract and correlate information.

Extending the results to new versions A benefit of
our experimental protocol is that it makes it quite easy
to extend the results to a new version of Linux. When
a new version of Linux is released, it is only necessary
to run the checkers on the new code, and then repeat the
correlation process. As our collected data contains infor-
mation not only about the faults that we have identified,
but also about the false positives, Herodotos automati-
cally annotates both faults and false positives left over
from previous versions as such, leaving only the new
reports to be considered by the user.

3 Evolution of Linux
To give an overview of the software we are studying,
we first consider the evolution in code size of the Linux
kernel between version 1.0, released in March 1994, and
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Figure 2: Linux directory size increase

version 2.6.33, released in February 2010, as shown in
Figure 1. We give the size of the development versions,
when available, as it is in these versions that new code
is added, and this added code is then maintained in the
subsequent stable versions. Code sizes are computed
using David A. Wheeler’s ’SLOCCount’ (v2.26) [27]
and include only the ANSI C code. The code sizes are
broken down by directory, highlighting the largest di-
rectories: drivers/staging, arch, drivers, fs
(file systems), net, and sound. Drivers/staging
was added in added in Linux 2.6.28 as an incubator
for new drivers that are not yet mature enough to be
used by end users. Code in drivers/staging is
not compiled as part of the default Linux configuration,
and is thus not included in standard Linux distributions.
Sound was added in Linux 2.5.5, and contains sound
drivers that were previously in the drivers directory.
The largest directory is drivers, which has made up
57% of the source code since Linux 2.6.29, excluding
drivers/staging.

For most directories, the code growth has been
roughly linear since Linux 1.0. Some exceptions are
highlighted in Figure 2, which shows the percentage
code size increase in each directory from one version to
the next. We have marked some of the larger increases
and decreases. Many of the increases involve the intro-
duction of new services, such as new file systems. In
Linux 2.6.19 and 2.6.23, old OSS drivers already sup-
ported by ALSA were removed from sound, decreasing
its code size. In Linux 2.6.27, arch was reorganized,
and received some large header files from include,
adding around 180 000 lines of C code to arch. Finally,
staging grew substantially in 2.6.29. All in all, these
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Faults per Subdirectory (2001)

analysis. It is unknown whether this set of bugs is rep-
resentative of all errors. We attempt to compensate for
this by (1) using results from a collection of checkers
that find a variety of different types of errors and (2)
comparing our results with those of manually conducted
studies (§ 8).

The second caveat is that we treat bugs equally.
This paper shows patterns in all bugs. An interesting
improvement would be to find patterns only in impor-
tant bugs. Potential future work could use more so-
phisticated ranking algorithms (as with Intrinsa [11])
or supplement static results with dynamic traces.

The third caveat is that we only check along very
narrow axes. A potential problem is that poor quality
code can masquerade as good code if it does not happen
to contain the errors for which we check. We try to
correct for this problem by examining bugs across time,
presenting distributions, and aggregating samples. One
argument against the possibility of extreme bias is that
bad programmers will be consistently bad. They are not
likely to produce perfectly error-free code on one axis
while busily adding other types of errors. The clustering
results in Section 6 provide some empirical evidence for
this intuition.

A final, related, caveat is that our checks could mis-
represent code quality because they are biased toward
low-level bookkeeping operations. Ideally they could
count the number of times an operation was eliminated,
along with how often it was done correctly (as the notes
do). The result of this low-level focus is that good code
may fare poorly under our metrics. As a concrete exam-
ple, consider several thousand lines of code structured so
that it only performs two potentially failing allocations
but misses a check on one. On the other hand, consider
another several thousand lines of code that perform the
same operation, but have 100 allocation operations that
can fail, 90 of which are checked. By our metrics, the
first code would have a 50% error rate, the second a 10%
error rate, even though the former had an arguably bet-
ter structure.

3 Where Are The Bugs?

Given the set of errors we found using the methodology
of the previous section, we want to answer the following
questions: Where are the errors? Do drivers actually
account for most of the bugs? Can we identify certain
types of functions that have higher error rates?

3.1 Drivers
Figure 3 gives a breakdown of the absolute count of
inspected bugs for Linux 2.4.1. At first glance, our in-
tuitions are confirmed: the vast majority of bugs are in
drivers. This effect is especially dramatic for the Block
and Null checkers. While not always as striking, this
trend holds across all checkers. Drivers account for over
90% of the Block, Free, and Intr bugs, and over 70%
of the Lock, Null, and Var bugs.

Since drivers account for the majority of the code
(over 70% in this release), they should also have the
most bugs. However, this effect is even more pronounced
when we correct for code size. Figure 4 does so by plot-
ting the ratio of the relative error rate for drivers versus
the rest of the kernel using the formula:

err ratedrivers/err ratenon−drivers
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Figure 3: This graph gives the total number of bugs for
each checker across each main sub-directory in Linux
2.4.1. We combine the kernel, mm, and ipc sub-
directories because they had very few bugs. Most errors
are in the driver directory, which is unsurprising since it
accounts for the most code. Currently we only compile
arch/i386. The Float, Param, Real, and Size checkers
are not shown.
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Figure 4: This graph shows drivers have an error
rate up to 7 times higher than the rest of the ker-
nel. The arch/i386 directory has a high error rate for
the Null checker because we found 3 identical errors in
arch/i386, and arch/i386 has relatively few notes.

If drivers have a relative error rate (err ratedrivers)
identical to the rest of kernel, the above ratio will be
one. If they have a lower rate, the ratio will be less
than one. The actual ratio, though, is far greater than
one. For four of our checkers, the error rate in driver
code is almost three times greater than the rest of the
kernel. The Lock checker is the most extreme case: the
error rate for drivers is almost seven times higher than
the error rate for the rest of the kernel.

The only checker that has a disproportionate num-
ber of bugs in a different part of the kernel is the Null
checker. We found three identical errors in arch/i386,
and, since there were so few notes in the arch/i386 di-
rectory, the error rate was relatively high.

These graphs show that driver code is the most
buggy, both in terms of absolute number of bugs (as
we would suspect from its size) and in terms of error
rate. There are a few possible explanations for these re-
sults, two of which we list here. First, drivers in Linux
and other systems are developed by a wide range of pro-
grammers who tend to be more familiar with the device

Figure: Number of errors per directory in Linux [4]
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Fault Rate per Subdirectory (2001)
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each checker across each main sub-directory in Linux
2.4.1. We combine the kernel, mm, and ipc sub-
directories because they had very few bugs. Most errors
are in the driver directory, which is unsurprising since it
accounts for the most code. Currently we only compile
arch/i386. The Float, Param, Real, and Size checkers
are not shown.
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Figure 4: This graph shows drivers have an error
rate up to 7 times higher than the rest of the ker-
nel. The arch/i386 directory has a high error rate for
the Null checker because we found 3 identical errors in
arch/i386, and arch/i386 has relatively few notes.

If drivers have a relative error rate (err ratedrivers)
identical to the rest of kernel, the above ratio will be
one. If they have a lower rate, the ratio will be less
than one. The actual ratio, though, is far greater than
one. For four of our checkers, the error rate in driver
code is almost three times greater than the rest of the
kernel. The Lock checker is the most extreme case: the
error rate for drivers is almost seven times higher than
the error rate for the rest of the kernel.

The only checker that has a disproportionate num-
ber of bugs in a different part of the kernel is the Null
checker. We found three identical errors in arch/i386,
and, since there were so few notes in the arch/i386 di-
rectory, the error rate was relatively high.

These graphs show that driver code is the most
buggy, both in terms of absolute number of bugs (as
we would suspect from its size) and in terms of error
rate. There are a few possible explanations for these re-
sults, two of which we list here. First, drivers in Linux
and other systems are developed by a wide range of pro-
grammers who tend to be more familiar with the device

Figure: Rate of errors compared to other directories [4]
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Fault Rate per Subdirectory (2011)

Faults in Linux: Ten Years Later 9

Checker Chou et al. Our resultschecked unchecked
Block 206 87 71
Null 124 267 98
Var 33 69 18
Inull 69 0 N/A
IsNull N/A N/A 36
NullRef N/A N/A 221
Range 54 0 11
Lock 26 0 5
Intr 27 0 2
LockIntr N/A N/A 6
Free 17 0 21
Float 10 15 8
Size 3 0 3

Table 3: Comparative fault count

around 180, 95, and 50 faults, respectively.7 As shown
in Figure 4(a), we also observe that the largest number of
faults is in the drivers directory, with the largest num-
ber of these faults also being in Block, Null, and Inull
(IsNull and NullRef), although in different proportions.
A widely cited result of Chou et al. is that the drivers
directory contains almost 7 times as many of a certain
kind of faults (Lock) as all other directories combined.
As shown in Figure 4(b), we obtain a similar result with
a relative rate of over 8 for Lock in drivers. We fur-
thermore find that the drivers directory has a rate of
Free faults that is almost 8 times that of other directo-
ries. Chou et al. found a fault rate of only around 1.75
times that of other directories in this case. With both
approaches, however, the absolute number of Free faults
is rather small. Like Chou et al., we also observe a high
fault rate in the arch directory for the Null checker,
in both cases about 4.8 times that of other directories.
Finally, unlike Chou et al., we observe a high rate of
Var faults in both arch and other.

4.4 How are faults distributed?
Chou et al. plot numbers of faults against the percentage
of files containing each number of faults and find that
for all of the checkers except Block, the resulting curve
fits a log series distribution, with a θ value of 0.567 and
a degree of confidence (p-value) as measured by the
χ2 test of 0.79 (79%). We observe a θ value of 0.581
and a p-value of 0.81 without Block, and a θ value of
0.631 and a p-value of 0.991 including Block. The latter
degree of confidence is comparable to the highest degree
of confidence observed by Chou et al. for any of the
distributions they considered. We can thus confidently

7These numbers are approximated from the provided graphs.
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Figure 4: Faults in Linux 2.4.1

consider that our faults follow a logarithmic distribution
similar to that found by Chou et al., regardless of any
differences in the checkers.

Chou et al. also find that younger files and larger
functions have a higher fault rate, of up to 3% for the
Null checker. We also find fault rates of around 3% for
the Null checker, for files of all ages and for larger func-
tions. Overall, we find no particular difference between
younger and middle aged files, while the oldest files,
with an average age of over 5 years, have a significantly
lower fault rate. On the other hand, we find a definite
increase in fault rate as function size increases.

4.5 Assessment

In this section, we have seen that our checkers find rather
fewer faults than those of Chou et al. in Linux 2.4.1 code.
Nevertheless, the distribution of these faults among the
various directories is roughly comparable, and thus we
conclude that our checkers are sufficient to provide a
basis for comparison between Linux 2.6 and previous
versions.

5 Linux 2.6 kernels
In this section, we assess the extent to which the trends
observed for Linux 2.4.1 and previous versions continue
to apply in Linux 2.6, and study the points of difficulty
in kernel development today. We consider what has been
the impact of the increasing code size and the addition
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rate as compared to other directories for some fault kinds,
this is more common for staging, arch, and other,
indicating again that the drivers that are intended for use
in the Linux kernel are no longer the main source of
faults.

Finally, in Figure 11, we consider the number of faults
per file that contains at least one fault. The highest av-
erage number of faults per faulty file is for fs in the
versions prior to 2.6.12. In this case, there was a sin-
gle file with many NullRef faults; as many as 45 in
Linux 2.6.11. In later versions, the highest average is
for drivers/staging, for which the average was
over 2 in Linux 2.6.30. At that point, a large number
of drivers had recently been introduced in this directory.
Many of these faults have been corrected and the rate of
entry of new drivers has slowed, and thus the average
has dropped to around 1.5, close to that of other direc-
tories. Sound had a relatively high number of faults
per faulty file starting in Linux 2.6.16 with the intro-
duction of mutex lock; faulty functions often contain
more than one mutex lock, and thus a single omitted
mutex unlock may result in multiple reports.

5.3 How long do Faults Live?
Eliminating a fault in Linux code is a three step process.
First, the fault must be detected, either manually or using
a tool. Then it must be corrected, and a patch submitted
to the appropriate maintainers. Finally, the patch must

be accepted by a hierarchy of maintainers, until it is
integrated into a release by Linus Torvalds. The lifespan
of a fault is an indication of the efficiency of this process.

Fault lifespans Figure 12 presents the average lifes-
pan of faults across Linux 2.6, by directory and by fault
kind. We omit drivers/staging because it was
only introduced recently. Some faults were present be-
fore Linux 2.6.0 and some faults were still present in
Linux 2.6.33. For the average lifespan calculation, in
the former case, we assume that the fault was introduced
in Linux 2.6.0 and in the latter case, we assume that the
fault was eliminated in Linux 2.6.34.
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The average fault lifespans vary somewhat by direc-
tory. As shown in Figure 12(a), the average lifespan of
faults in the drivers directory is less than the average
lifespan of all faults, and indeed is less than the aver-
age lifespan of faults in the sound, arch, and net
directories. Sound faults now have the longest average
lifespan. Sound used to be part of drivers; it may
be that the sound drivers are no longer benefiting from
the attention that other drivers receive.

For the fault kinds, Figure 12(b) shows that the aver-
age lifespans correspond roughly to our assessment of
the difficulty of finding and fixing the faults and their
likelihood of impact (Table 1). In particular, all of the
fault kinds we have designated as having high impact,
meaning that the fault is likely to have an observable
effect if the containing function is executed, are fixed
relatively quickly. The ease of finding and fixing the
faults has little impact on their lifespan, showing that
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rate as compared to other directories for some fault kinds,
this is more common for staging, arch, and other,
indicating again that the drivers that are intended for use
in the Linux kernel are no longer the main source of
faults.

Finally, in Figure 11, we consider the number of faults
per file that contains at least one fault. The highest av-
erage number of faults per faulty file is for fs in the
versions prior to 2.6.12. In this case, there was a sin-
gle file with many NullRef faults; as many as 45 in
Linux 2.6.11. In later versions, the highest average is
for drivers/staging, for which the average was
over 2 in Linux 2.6.30. At that point, a large number
of drivers had recently been introduced in this directory.
Many of these faults have been corrected and the rate of
entry of new drivers has slowed, and thus the average
has dropped to around 1.5, close to that of other direc-
tories. Sound had a relatively high number of faults
per faulty file starting in Linux 2.6.16 with the intro-
duction of mutex lock; faulty functions often contain
more than one mutex lock, and thus a single omitted
mutex unlock may result in multiple reports.

5.3 How long do Faults Live?
Eliminating a fault in Linux code is a three step process.
First, the fault must be detected, either manually or using
a tool. Then it must be corrected, and a patch submitted
to the appropriate maintainers. Finally, the patch must

be accepted by a hierarchy of maintainers, until it is
integrated into a release by Linus Torvalds. The lifespan
of a fault is an indication of the efficiency of this process.

Fault lifespans Figure 12 presents the average lifes-
pan of faults across Linux 2.6, by directory and by fault
kind. We omit drivers/staging because it was
only introduced recently. Some faults were present be-
fore Linux 2.6.0 and some faults were still present in
Linux 2.6.33. For the average lifespan calculation, in
the former case, we assume that the fault was introduced
in Linux 2.6.0 and in the latter case, we assume that the
fault was eliminated in Linux 2.6.34.
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The average fault lifespans vary somewhat by direc-
tory. As shown in Figure 12(a), the average lifespan of
faults in the drivers directory is less than the average
lifespan of all faults, and indeed is less than the aver-
age lifespan of faults in the sound, arch, and net
directories. Sound faults now have the longest average
lifespan. Sound used to be part of drivers; it may
be that the sound drivers are no longer benefiting from
the attention that other drivers receive.

For the fault kinds, Figure 12(b) shows that the aver-
age lifespans correspond roughly to our assessment of
the difficulty of finding and fixing the faults and their
likelihood of impact (Table 1). In particular, all of the
fault kinds we have designated as having high impact,
meaning that the fault is likely to have an observable
effect if the containing function is executed, are fixed
relatively quickly. The ease of finding and fixing the
faults has little impact on their lifespan, showing that
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Break

I Faults are an issue.

I Hardware-related stuff is worst.

I Now what can the OS do about it?
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Minix3 – A Fault-tolerant OS
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Minix3: Fault Tolerance1

I Address Space Isolation
I Applications only access private memory
I Faults do not spread to other components

I User-level OS services
I Principle of Least Privilege
I Fine-grain control over resource access

I e.g., DMA only for specific drivers

I Small components
I Easy to replace (micro-reboot)

1Jorrit N Herder et al. “Fault isolation for device drivers”. In: DSN. 2009,
pp. 33–42.
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Minix3: Fault Detection

I Fault model: transient errors caused by software bugs

I Fix: Component restart

I Reincarnation server monitors components
I Program termination (crash)
I CPU exception (div by 0)
I Heartbeat messages

I Users may also indicate that something is wrong
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Repair

I Restarting a component is insufficient:
I Applications may depend on restarted component
I After restart, component state is lost

I Minix3: explicit mechanisms
I Reincarnation server signals applications about restart
I Applications store state at data store server
I In any case: program interaction needed

I Restarted app: store/recover state
I User apps: recover server connection
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OSIRIS: Transparent recovery in MINIX2

/∗ i n i t i a l i z a t i o n ∗/
wh i l e ( t r u e ) {

r e c e i v e (& e nd po in t , &r e q u e s t ) ;
sw i tch ( r e q u e s t . t y p e ) {

case REQ TYPE x :
r e p l y = r e q h a n d l e r x ( r e q u e s t ) ;
break ;

case REQ TYPE y :
r e p l y = r e q h a n d l e r y ( r e q u e s t ) ;
break ;

/∗ . . . ∗/
}
i f ( r e p l y ) send ( endpont , r e p l y ) ;

}

I Target typical server
architecture

I Local checkpoints

I Recovery windows

I Compiler assisted state
recording

2Koustubha Bhat et al. “OSIRIS: Efficient and consistent recovery of
compartmentalized operating systems”. In: DSN. IEEE. 2016, pp. 25–36.
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OSIRIS: Results

signals, the Virtual Memory Manager (VM), which manages
virtual memory, the Virtual Filesystem Server (VFS), which
provides a virtual file system interface, the Data Store (DS),
which provides a persistent key-value store service, and the
Recovery Server (RS), which detects and restores crashed OS
components in the system. The VFS server in our prototype is
multithreaded to prevent slow disk operations from effectively
blocking the system. Our prototype allows all these core
system components (including RS itself) to be recovered in
case of crashes using our design.

In addition, OSIRIS includes a set of LLVM link-time
instrumentation passes and static libraries together adding
up to 6,496 LOC1. The Recovery Server implements the
restart phase described in Section IV-C. The static libraries, in
turn, implement our checkpointing, rollback, and reconciliation
mechanisms. Compile-time settings allow SEEPs to be mapped
to their corresponding reconciliation mechanisms, which, as a
result, define the recovery policies supported by our system. To
enable OSIRIS’ recovery functionalities, we link every system
component against our static libraries and instrument (and
optimize) each component using our LLVM link-time passes.

A. Reliable Computing Base

The Reliable Computing Base (RCB) [34] consists of the
parts of the system that we need to trust to be free of faults.
The RCB in OSIRIS includes mechanisms that implement:

1) Checkpointing – Maintaining a simple per-request
undo log.

2) Restartability – Maintaining clones of OS compo-
nents, transferring state, and replacing crashed com-
ponents.

3) Recovery window management – Tracking whether
the per-component recovery window is open or not.

4) Initialization – Calling a component-specific function
to initialize the local state before entering the request
processing loop.

5) Message passing substrate - The underlying micro-
kernel in our prototype.

OSIRIS has a total of 237,270 LOC. The RCB adds up to
29,732 LOC which is only 12.5% of the entire code base.

VI. EVALUATION

We evaluate our system in terms of recovery coverage (Sec-
tion VI-A), survivability (Section VI-B), performance (Sec-
tion VI-C), and service disruption guarantees (Section VI-E).

For our experiments, we use two different workloads.
For our performance evaluation, we rely on Unixbench [35],
which is specifically designed and widely used to measure
OS performance. As a workload for recovery and survivability
tests, we use a homegrown set of 89 programs in total, written
to maximize code coverage in the system servers. In this
section, we refer to this set of programs as prototype test suite
(included in MINIX 3 [36]).

We use four recovery policies to evaluate OSIRIS. In
addition to the pessimistic and enhanced recovery policies

1Source lines of code generated using David A. Wheeler’s ‘SLOCCount’

Server Recovery coverage (%)
Pessimistic Enhanced

PM 54.9 61.7
VFS 72.3 72.3
VM 64.6 64.6
DS 47.1 92.8
RS 49.4 50.5

Weighted average 57.7 68.4

TABLE I. PERCENTAGE OF TIME SPENT INSIDE THE RECOVERY
WINDOW FOR EACH SERVER (MEAN WEIGHTED BY TIME SPENT RUNNING

SERVER)

described in Section VI, we define two more policies as a
baseline for comparison purposes:

1) Stateless restart. This serves as a baseline to com-
pare against existing “microreboot systems” operating
stateless recovery.

2) Naive recovery. This serves as a baseline to compare
against best-effort recovery strategies with no special
handling.

A. Recovery coverage

To measure the opportunity for recovery under our chosen
recovery models, we measure the cumulative execution time
each server spends inside and outside the recovery window
while executing the prototype test suite. We count the number
of basic blocks covered during the execution in each of
the five servers and compute the recovery coverage as the
fraction of number of basic blocks executed inside recovery
windows out of the total number of basic blocks executed
in the servers. This provides an indication of how often the
system remains recoverable. Table I presents the results for
our pessimistic and enhanced recovery policies. As shown in
the table, the execution spends a mean of 57.7% and 68.4%
of the execution time across all the servers inside recovery
windows, respectively.

As shown in the table, DS has the lowest recovery coverage
in pessimistic mode and the highest in enhanced mode. This
indicates the presence of a SEEP fairly early in DS’ request
processing loop—which is non-state-modifying as marked in
enhanced mode. DS is a relatively simple server, which rarely
issues state-modifying calls to the rest of the system. Hence,
it is almost always recoverable. Since enhanced mode allows
SEEPs that perform read-only interactions with other compo-
nents to keep recovery windows open, the increase in recovery
coverage for PM can be explained by the many read-mostly
system calls it implements. This property applies to many
other OS components (indeed OSes are known to exhibit read-
mostly behavior in typical workloads) and overall our system
can be recovered 68.4% of the time. This means OSIRIS can
guarantee safe recovery in the majority of the cases.

B. Survivability

To demonstrate improved survivability of the system in the
presence of faults, we run large-scale fault injection experi-
ments. We conduct fault injection experiments by booting our
prototype inside a virtual machine and executing our prototype
test suite. We use a modified QEMU which allows us to log the
status of the system and outcomes of the tests in a way that is

7

Figure: Percentage of time inside
recovery window

Recovery mode Pass Fail Shutdown Crash

Stateless 19.6% 0.0% 0.0% 80.4%
Naive 20.6% 2.4% 0.0% 77.0%
Pessimistic 18.5% 0.0% 81.3% 0.2%
Enhanced 25.6% 6.5% 66.1% 1.9%

TABLE II. SURVIVABILITY UNDER RANDOM FAULT INJECTION OF
FAIL-STOP FAILURE-MODE FAULTS.

Recovery mode Pass Fail Shutdown Crash

Stateless 47.8% 10.5% 0.0% 41.7%
Naive 48.5% 11.9% 0.0% 39.6%
Pessimistic 47.3% 10.5% 38.2% 4.0%
Enhanced 50.4% 12.0% 32.9% 4.8%

TABLE III. SURVIVABILITY UNDER RANDOM FAULT INJECTION OF
FULL EDFI FAULTS.

not affected by the injected faults. We use EDFI [37] to inject
the faults. We perform a separate profiling run to determine
which fault candidates actually get triggered by our prototype
test suite to exclude those that are triggered during boot time or
are not triggered at all. Boot-time errors are not a good measure
for survivability and they are unrealistic because such faults
would be removed in the testing phase, while untriggered faults
would inflate the statistics with runs in which no recovery is
needed. The end result of each run is a log that we use to
classify the run based on whether the system crashed, whether
the tests succeeded, and what recovery decisions were taken.

We performed the experiments in eight different settings:
all combinations of two different fault models and four
different recovery models. The first fault model consists only
of fail-stop errors (dereferencing a NULL pointer). It allows
us to determine how effective our recovery mechanism is in
the fail-stop situation for which our system is designed. The
second fault model uses the full set of realistic software faults
available in EDFI, which shows to what extent the current
implementation of our approach also generalizes to other types
of common faults. To ensure comparability between recovery
strategies, we select faults to inject once for both fault models
and apply the same faults to each of the recovery models.

Tables II and III show the performance of our recovery
system under fault injection for the fail-stop and full EDFI
fault models respectively. We injected a total of 757 fail-stop
faults and 992 full EDFI faults, each in a separate run. This
covers all the appropriate fault injection locations based on
our criterion that boot time and unreached faults are to be
excluded. We classify the outcomes of the runs in one of four
groups: “pass” means that the test suite has completed and all
tests passed, “fail” means that the test suite has completed but
one or more tests failed, “shutdown” means a non-recoverable
fault was detected and a controlled shutdown was performed,
“crash” means the system suffered from an uncontrolled crash
or hang. Since our aim is to measure survivability, the goal is
to keep the system running even if there is some degradation
of service (visible as failed tests). Hence, we prefer to have
as many completed (passed or failed) runs as possible. As for
the remainder, a controlled shutdown is much preferred over
a crash, which may indicate random behavior and corruption.

With fail-stop errors (the fault model for which our so-
lution was designed), the enhanced recovery mode manages
to provide significantly better survivability than all the other

Benchmark Linux OSIRIS Slowdown (x)

dhry2reg 1,707.8 (4.2) 357.7 (1.1) 4.77
whetstone-double 464.1 (0.9) 200.4 (0.1) 2.32
execl 1,006.4 (3.8) 1,171.0 (3.9) 0.86
fstime 2,975.8 (3.9) 1,106.0 (1.9) 2.69
fsbuffer 320.7 (0.5) 1,299.0 (229.1) 0.25
fsdisk 1,398.9 (30.4) 106.8 (0.4) 13.09
pipe 1,143.3 (39.8) 65.2 (0.1) 17.54
context1 1,590.2 (7.8) 260.3 (0.5) 6.11
spawn 1,204.5 (3.4) 36.5 (0.3) 33.00
syscall 122.5 (0.2) 46.3 (1.8) 2.65
shell1 430.1 (4.2) 385.2 (102.0) 1.12
shell8 1,605.3 (10.3) 45.9 (0.1) 35.01

geomean 873.5 207.9 4.20

TABLE IV. BASELINE PERFORMANCE COMPARED TO LINUX (MEDIAN
UNIXBENCH SCORES, HIGHER IS BETTER, STD.DEV. IN PARENTHESES).

approaches, especially when considering the “fail” case where
the test fails but the system remains stable. The pessimistic
approach has somewhat lower survivability than the other
approaches, which is to be expected as it sometimes shuts
down in cases where recovery may work out even though it
cannot be proven to be safe. Both the pessimistic and enhanced
approaches are very effective in reducing the number of
crashes. We must note that crashes cannot be fully eliminated
as it is impossible to recover from faults injected into the code
involved in the recovery itself (such faults violate the single
fault assumption in our fault model). We conclude that for
faults within our fault model, our enhanced recovery method
offers superior survivability while still avoiding recovery in
cases where it cannot be proven to be safe.

Even when injecting all faults from the EDFI model, vio-
lating our fail-stop assumption, our enhanced recovery method
offers the best result in terms of both survivability and is very
effective at avoiding crashes. The higher number of crashes in
this case is to be expected as we can no longer assume our
checkpoint to be in a known-good state due to the possibility of
silent state corruption. The fact that our approach still performs
well shows its robustness in the face of violations of the fault
model and its ability to handle realistic software faults.

C. Performance overhead

To evaluate the performance of our system we used the
Unixbench benchmark [35]. We ran the benchmark 11 times on
a 4-core 2.3 GHz AMD Phenom processor with 6 GB of RAM.
Table IV compares the median Unixbench score of the baseline
system (without recovery) against Linux. Our prototype is
significantly slower than Linux in the Unixbench benchmark.
This can be explained by the overhead incurred by context-
switching between OS components due to the microkernel
design and the fact that Linux is a much more mature and opti-
mized system with performance as one of its major goals. Our
focus however remains on recoverability in compartmentalized
systems rather than on microkernel system performance, a
subject extensively explored in prior work [38], [39], [40].

To evaluate the overhead incurred by our recovery solution,
we compare the baseline against our unoptimized recovery
instrumentation, optimized for the pessimistic recovery policy,
and optimized for the enhanced recovery policy. The relative
slowdowns are listed in Table V. The results show that
our optimization of disabling undo log updates outside the
recovery window greatly pays off. Overall, in comparison

8

Figure: Survivability under random
fault injection
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L4ReAnimator: Restart on L4Re3

I L4Re Applications
I Loader component: ned
I Detects application termination: parent signal
I Restart: re-execute Lua init script (or parts of it)

I Problem after restart: capabilities
I No single component knows everyone owning a capability to an object
I Minix3 signals won’t work

3Dirk Vogt, Björn Döbel, and Adam Lackorzynski. “Stay strong, stay safe:
Enhancing reliability of a secure operating system”. In: Workshop on Isolation and
Integration for Dependable Systems. 2010, pp. 1–10.
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L4ReAnimator: Lazy recovery

I Only the application itself can detect that a capability vanished

I Kernel raises Capability fault

I Application needs to re-obtain the capability: execute capability
fault handler

I Capfault handler: application-specific
I Create new communication channel
I Restore session state

I Programming model:
I Capfault handler provided by server implementor
I Handling transparent for application developer
I Semi-transparency
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Break

I Minix3 fault tolerance
I Architectural Isolation
I Explicit monitoring and notifications

I L4ReAnimator
I semi-transparent restart in a capability-based system

I Next: CuriOS
I smart session state handling
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CuriOS: Servers and Sessions4

I State recovery is tricky
I Minix3: Data Store for application data
I But: applications interact

I Servers store session-specific state
I Server restart requires potential rollback for every participant

Server

State

Client

A

State

Client

B

StateServer

Client A

Client B

4Francis M David et al. “CuriOS: Improving Reliability through Operating System
Structure.”. In: OSDI. 2008, pp. 59–72.
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CuriOS: Server State Regions

I CuriOS kernel (CuiK) manages dedicated session memory: Server
State Regions

I SSRs are managed by the kernel and attached to a client-server
connection

Server

State

Server

Client A
Client State A

Client B

Client State B
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CuriOS: Protecting Sessions

I SSR gets mapped only when a client actually invokes the server

I Solves another problem: failure while handling A’s request will never
corrupt B’s session state

Server

State

Server

Client A
Client State A

Client B

Client State B
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I SSR gets mapped only when a client actually invokes the server

I Solves another problem: failure while handling A’s request will never
corrupt B’s session state
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CuriOS: Transparent Restart

I CuriOS is a Single-Address-Space OS:
I Every application runs on the same page table (with modified access

rights)

OS A A B BShared Mem

OS A A B BB Running

OS A A B BA Running

OS A A B BVirt. Memory
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Transparent Restart

I Single Address Space
I Each object has unique address
I Identical in all programs
I Server := C++ object

I Restart
I Replace old C++ object with new one
I Reuse previous memory location
I References in other applications remain valid
I OS blocks access during restart
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seL4: Formal verification of an OS kernel5

I seL4: https://sel4.systems/

I Formally verify that system adheres to specification

I Microkernel design allows to separate components easier

I Hence verification process is easier

5Gerwin Klein et al. “seL4: Formal verification of an OS kernel”. In: SOSP. 2009,
pp. 207–220.

https://sel4.systems/
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Verification of a microkernel

Design Cycle
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Figure 1: The seL4 design process

prototype in a near-to-realistic setting, we link it
with software (derived from QEMU) that simulates
the hardware platform. Normal user-level execution
is enabled by the simulator, while traps are passed
to the kernel model which computes the result of
the trap. The prototype modifies the user-level state
of the simulator to appear as if a real kernel had
executed in privileged mode.

This arrangement provides a prototyping environ-
ment that enables low-level design evaluation from
both the user and kernel perspective, including low-
level physical and virtual memory management. It
also provides a realistic execution environment that is
binary-compatible with the real kernel. For example,
we ran a subset of the Iguana embedded OS [37] on
the simulator-Haskell combination. The alternative
of producing the executable specification directly
in the theorem prover would have meant a steep
learning curve for the design team and a much less
sophisticated tool chain for execution and simulation.

We restrict ourselves to a subset of Haskell that
can be automatically translated into the language
of the theorem prover we use. For instance, we do
not make any substantial use of laziness, make only
restricted use of type classes, and we prove that all
functions terminate. The details of this subset are
described elsewhere [19,41].

While the Haskell prototype is an executable model
and implementation of the final design, it is not the
final production kernel. We manually re-implement
the model in the C programming language for several
reasons. Firstly, the Haskell runtime is a significant
body of code (much bigger than our kernel) which
would be hard to verify for correctness. Secondly, the
Haskell runtime relies on garbage collection which is
unsuitable for real-time environments. Incidentally,
the same arguments apply to other systems based on
type-safe languages, such as SPIN [7] and Singular-
ity [23]. Additionally, using C enables optimisation of
the low-level implementation for performance. While
an automated translation from Haskell to C would
have simplified verification, we would have lost most

Abstract Specification

Executable Specification

High-Performance C Implementation

Haskell Prototype

Isabelle/HOL

Automatic Translation

Refinement Proof

Figure 2: The refinement layers in the verification of
seL4

opportunities to micro-optimise the kernel, which is
required for adequate microkernel performance.

2.3 Formal verification

The technique we use for formal verification is inter-
active, machine-assisted and machine-checked proof.
Specifically, we use the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL
[50]. Interactive theorem proving requires human
intervention and creativity to construct and guide
the proof. However, it has the advantage that it is
not constrained to specific properties or finite, feasi-
ble state spaces, unlike more automated methods of
verification such as static analysis or model checking.

The property we are proving is functional correct-
ness in the strongest sense. Formally, we are showing
refinement [18]: A refinement proof establishes a
correspondence between a high-level (abstract) and
a low-level (concrete, or refined) representation of a
system.

The correspondence established by the refinement
proof ensures that all Hoare logic properties of the
abstract model also hold for the refined model. This
means that if a security property is proved in Hoare
logic about the abstract model (not all security prop-
erties can be), refinement guarantees that the same
property holds for the kernel source code. In this
paper, we concentrate on the general functional cor-
rectness property. We have also modelled and proved
the security of seL4’s access-control system in Is-
abelle/HOL on a high level. This is described else-
where [11,21], and we have not yet connected it to
the proof presented here.

Fig. 2 shows the specification layers used in the
verification of seL4; they are related by formal proof.
Sect. 4 explains the proof and each of these layers in
detail; here we give a short summary.

The top-most layer in the picture is the abstract
specification: an operational model that is the main,
complete specification of system behaviour. The
abstract level contains enough detail to specify the
outer interface of the kernel, e.g., how system-call
arguments are encoded in binary form, and it de-

Figure: The seL4 design process [12]
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Refinement of verification
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prototype in a near-to-realistic setting, we link it
with software (derived from QEMU) that simulates
the hardware platform. Normal user-level execution
is enabled by the simulator, while traps are passed
to the kernel model which computes the result of
the trap. The prototype modifies the user-level state
of the simulator to appear as if a real kernel had
executed in privileged mode.

This arrangement provides a prototyping environ-
ment that enables low-level design evaluation from
both the user and kernel perspective, including low-
level physical and virtual memory management. It
also provides a realistic execution environment that is
binary-compatible with the real kernel. For example,
we ran a subset of the Iguana embedded OS [37] on
the simulator-Haskell combination. The alternative
of producing the executable specification directly
in the theorem prover would have meant a steep
learning curve for the design team and a much less
sophisticated tool chain for execution and simulation.

We restrict ourselves to a subset of Haskell that
can be automatically translated into the language
of the theorem prover we use. For instance, we do
not make any substantial use of laziness, make only
restricted use of type classes, and we prove that all
functions terminate. The details of this subset are
described elsewhere [19,41].

While the Haskell prototype is an executable model
and implementation of the final design, it is not the
final production kernel. We manually re-implement
the model in the C programming language for several
reasons. Firstly, the Haskell runtime is a significant
body of code (much bigger than our kernel) which
would be hard to verify for correctness. Secondly, the
Haskell runtime relies on garbage collection which is
unsuitable for real-time environments. Incidentally,
the same arguments apply to other systems based on
type-safe languages, such as SPIN [7] and Singular-
ity [23]. Additionally, using C enables optimisation of
the low-level implementation for performance. While
an automated translation from Haskell to C would
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opportunities to micro-optimise the kernel, which is
required for adequate microkernel performance.

2.3 Formal verification

The technique we use for formal verification is inter-
active, machine-assisted and machine-checked proof.
Specifically, we use the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL
[50]. Interactive theorem proving requires human
intervention and creativity to construct and guide
the proof. However, it has the advantage that it is
not constrained to specific properties or finite, feasi-
ble state spaces, unlike more automated methods of
verification such as static analysis or model checking.

The property we are proving is functional correct-
ness in the strongest sense. Formally, we are showing
refinement [18]: A refinement proof establishes a
correspondence between a high-level (abstract) and
a low-level (concrete, or refined) representation of a
system.

The correspondence established by the refinement
proof ensures that all Hoare logic properties of the
abstract model also hold for the refined model. This
means that if a security property is proved in Hoare
logic about the abstract model (not all security prop-
erties can be), refinement guarantees that the same
property holds for the kernel source code. In this
paper, we concentrate on the general functional cor-
rectness property. We have also modelled and proved
the security of seL4’s access-control system in Is-
abelle/HOL on a high level. This is described else-
where [11,21], and we have not yet connected it to
the proof presented here.

Fig. 2 shows the specification layers used in the
verification of seL4; they are related by formal proof.
Sect. 4 explains the proof and each of these layers in
detail; here we give a short summary.

The top-most layer in the picture is the abstract
specification: an operational model that is the main,
complete specification of system behaviour. The
abstract level contains enough detail to specify the
outer interface of the kernel, e.g., how system-call
arguments are encoded in binary form, and it de-

Figure: Refinement layers in the verification of seL4 [12]
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Break

I seL4
I Assumes correctness of compiler, assembly code, and hardware
I DMA over IOMMU
I Architectures: arm, x86
I Virtualization
I Future: Verification on multicores

I All these frameworks only deal with software errors.

I What about hardware faults?
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Transient Hardware Faults

I Radiation-induced soft errors
I Mainly an issue in avionics+space?

I DRAM errors in large data centers
I Google study: >2% failing DRAM DIMMs per year [15]
I ECC insufficient [11]

I Decreasing transistor sizes → higher rate of errors in CPU functional
units [6]
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Transparent Replication as OS Service [8, 7]
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Transparent Replication as OS Service [8, 7]

Reliable Computing Base
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Romain: Structure

Master
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Romain: Structure
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Resource Management: Capabilities

1 22 3 4 5 6

Replica 1
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Resource Management: Capabilities
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Partitioned Capability Tables

1 2 3 4 5 6

Replica 1

1 2 3 4 5 6

Replica 2

1 2 3 4 5 6 Master

Marked used

Master
private
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Replica Memory Management

Replica 1

rw ro ro

Replica 2

rw ro ro

Master
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Replicating SPEC CPU 2006 [9]
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How About Multithreading?
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Problem: Nondeterminism
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Solution: Deterministic Multithreading

I Related work: debugging multithreaded programs

I Compiler solutions [2]:
No support for binary-only software

I Workspace-Consistent Memory [1]:
Requires per-replica and per-thread memory copies

I Lock-Based Determinism
I Reuse ideas from Kendo [13]
I Only for lock-based software!
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Enforced Determinism

I Adapt libpthread

I pthread mutex lock
I pthread mutex unlock
I pthread lock
I pthread unlock

I Lock operations reflected to Romain master

I Master enforces lock ordering
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Cooperative Determinism

I Replication-aware
libpthread

I Replicas agree on
acquisition order w/o
master invocation

I Trade-off: libpthread

becomes single point of
failure

I Alternative: place INT3

into four functions
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Cooperation: Lock Acquisition
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Overhead: SPLASH2, 2 workers [9]
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Overhead: SPLASH2, 4 workers
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Overhead: SPLASH2, 4 workers
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Sources of over-
head:

I System call
interception

I Cache effects

I Lock density
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Hardening the RCB

I We need: Dedicated
mechanisms to protect the RCB
(HW or SW)

I We have: Full control over
software

I Use FT-encoding compiler?
I Has not been done for kernel

code yet

I RAD-hardened hardware?
I Too expensive

Why not split cores into re-
silient and non-resilient ones?

ResCore

NonRes
Core

NonRes
Core

NonRes
Core

NonRes
Core

NonRes
Core

NonRes
Core

NonRes
Core

NonRes
Core

NonRes
Core

NonRes
Core
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Summary

I OS-level techniques to tolerate SW and HW faults

I Address-space isolation

I Microreboots

I Various ways of handling session state

I Replication against hardware errors
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Further Reading

I Minix3: Jorrit Herder, Ben Gras,, Philip Homburg, Andrew S.
Tanenbaum: Fault Isolation for Device Drivers, DSN 2009

I CuriOS: Francis M. David, Ellick M. Chan, Jeffrey C. Carlyle and
Roy H. Campbell CuriOS: Improving Reliability through Operating
System Structure, OSDI 2008

I Qmail: Daniel Bernstein: Some thoughts on security after ten years
of qmail 1.0

I seL4: Gerwin Klein, Kevin Elphinstone, Gernot Heiser, June
Andronick and others Formal verification of an OS kernel, SOSP
2009

I Romain:
I Björn Döbel, Hermann Härtig, Michael Engel: Operating System Support for

Redundant Multithreading, EMSOFT 2012
I Björn Döbel, Hermann Härtig: Can We Put Concurrency Back Into Redundant

Multithreading?, EMSOFT 2014
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